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JERCXiE KITZKE
ROSS BAUER

171st

(1985) (WCP)

Evanescent Heterophonv

for soprano and contrabass

(1986) (WCP)

for cello and' piano
WILL OGDON

KAMRAN INCE

Images,~ Winter's Calendar (1980)
for soprano, flute, ·clarinet, trumpet and piano
1, Prologue and "November Night" (Adelaide Crapsey)
2, "Stinging Gold" from Impressions by E,E. Cummings
3, "The Bells" from the Broken tower by Hart Crane
4. "The White Flower" (D.H .' Lawrence)
5. "Awake to the Cold Light" from March by Hart Crane
6, "March Slips Along the Ground" from March by
Hart Crane with Epilogue preceding
Scintillations (1986) (WCP)
for piano four-hands
Intermission

ALLEN BRINGS
ANDREW IMBRIE

Eclogue

(1979) (WCP)

for solo clarinet

Sequence (1986) (WCP)
for flute, oboe, clarinet, violin, viola, cello,
piano end percussion
Allegro assai
Histerioso, quasi scherzando
Adagio

Anna Carol Dudley, soprano: Jonathan Khuner, conductor; Janet Kutulas,
flute; Linda Larkin, oboe; Peter Josheff, clarinet; Jay Rizzetto, trumpet;
Samuel Yoon, violin; George Thomson, viola; Beth Pearson, cello;
Steve D'Amico, contrabass; Eric Hoe, piano; Karen Rosenak, piano;
Kent Reed, percussion.
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John Swackhamer
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Judith Hubbell
Andrew Imbrie
Henry Onderdonk
Wayne Peterson
Alex Post
Nathan Schwartz
Michael Senturia
Allen Shearer
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EARPLAY gratefully acknowledges the following groups for their
generous support:
The Columbia Foundation
The San Francisco Foundation
The Zellerbach Family Fund
The EARPLAY Special Projects Fund
The American Music Center
We also thank the following individuals for their contributions
during the past year: Anonymous (6), Caroline C. Armstrong, Ross
Bauer, Jane Lawson Bavelas, Frances and David Bennion, Dorothy
Cary, Elizabeth Davidson, Thomas W. Devine, Paul and Maureen
Draper, Jeannette Eisen, Catherine Festinger, Josephine Gandolfi,
Jane and Kanmo l111811Ura, Barbara and Andrew Imbrie, Pam and Boris
Josheff, Ruth E. Inier, David Lang, Maureen McCarthy, Donna
McCluskey, Christian and Carolyn Hoe, Joan and Alexander Post,
Laurose Richter, Hildred C. Rosner,• Eileen Soskin, Starr King
Music, Lillian and Laszlo Varga, Freda Wallin, and Walter Winslow.
Special thanks to consultants Christine Bennett and Athena
Katsaros, Business Volunteers for the Arts.
Recording: Hark Stichman, Polymorph Sound, Berkeley.
Graphic Design: Jeffrey Parks, Monterey.
EARPLAY is a non-profit organization. Your tax-deductible
contribution can help us offset the many costs incurred through
public performance and can help ensure our future. For more
information call 525-7444, or send your contribution to:

KAIPLAT, 1914-44tb benue, Sao Francisco, CA 94116
You are cordially invited to a champagne reception fol lowing
tonight's performance.
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171st Chorus. Of his Mexico City Blues Jack Kerouac wrote, "I
want to be considered a jazz poet blowing a long blues in an
afternoon jam session on Sundqy. I take 242 choruses; my ideas
vary and sometimes roll from chorus to chorus or from halfway
through a chorus to halfway into the next." I was drawn to the
bittersweetness of the 171st of these many wonderful choruses.
Check 'em out. They will not disappoint. This work was written
happily in residence at the Millay Colony for the Arts in upstate
New York in October 1985.

-J.[.

litzke began his professional career in 1977 as Associate
Director of Yehuda Yannay's Music From Almost Yesterday series in
Milwaukee. He was appointed Composer-in-Residence of Al verno
College in 1979, and two years later received both an ASCAP Grant
and a BHI Award. Other honors include· a grant from the Wisconsin
Arts Board, a Millay Colony for the Arts Residency, and, most
recently, a Meet the Composer Grant. He has received cOD1Dissions
from Lukas Foss, the Wisconsin Arts Board, the Society of Fine
Arts, and Alverno College. A native of Milwaukee, Hr. [itzke
received the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He is a former student of John Downey and is
published by the American Composers Alliance. He presently lives
in New York City.

Evanescent Heterophony was composed during December of 1986 at
the request of the cellist, Beth Pearson and is dedicated to her.
It has been performed at Radcliffe College and at Stanford. This
small piece divides into two sections. The first mostly lyrical
and a little restrained, the second much more dramatic and wid~
ranging-it's pacing more varied.
The title comes from what I found to be an amusing remark
made by a friend concerning a passage in another piece. Although
the term "heterophony" doesn't exactly describe what happens in
the first part of my pie·c e, the kinds of pitch exchanges which
occur suggested two slightly different ways of unfolding the same
thing. The "evanescent" of the title describes how the "heterophony" of the first section evaporates in the second.
-R.B.
Ross Bauer holds a Ph.D. in theory and composition from Brandeis
University and Bachelor of Music degree from the New England
Conservatory. He has taught at Brandeis, Commonwealth School, and
is presently on the faculty of Stanford University where he
teaches theory and directs Alee II, the ensemble for new music.
His honors include a Composition Fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Welter Hinrichsen Award from the
American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters, prizes from
the International and New England sections of the ISCM, and
fellowships to Tanglewood, the Wellesley Composers Conference,
and HecDowell Colony. His Concertina for Chamber Orchestra was
performed in Amsterdam during the 1985 World Music days and his
Tonarten, Along the Way, and Hang Time are published by C.F.
Peters. He is the former chairman and founding member of Griffin,
a Boston-based new music ensemble.

Winter Images was composed for soprano Beverly Ogdon. It is an
asymmetrical palindrome. Its center piece, displaying a very
active piano part, is flanked by essentially the same music but
to different texts, first accompanied by flute and then by trumpet. A little march, during which the performers play small
percussion instruments, ushers in and out the winter season~

-w.o.

Will Ogdon, a rare native of ~outhern California, reversed emigration patterns by retiring to the Midwest at the age of three,
thereby displaying at that early age the perverse and stubborn
streak that has characterized his development as a composer. The
rather conservative
and style of his music in the 198O's
has not deviated significantly from the progressive idiom and
style of his music in the 195O's, a music that is influenced by
the music of Schoenberg and Webern and by the teaching of his
mentors Ernst Krenek, Roger Sessions and Rene Leibowitz. He
continues to depend upon rather simple, serial ways of organizing
his atonal, chromatic idiom while the character of his music
continues to be rather intensely lyric and, occasionally, somewhat dramatic.
Since 1966, Ogdon has taught composition and related subjects
at the University of California at San Diego where he chaired the
new music department during its first five years.
Cross Scintillations is a celebration of the freedom I found in
the use of a sound pallet which combines various contrasting
styles: sonic, minimalist, abstract with a aerialist influence,
new-romantic, pure percussive, jazz (fusion), etc. The constant
movement and action is accomplished by the psychological differences created by sections using the above contrasting styles. An
overall formal unity is achieved by the movement of the bassline,
the transformation of the tempo and general speed, and by the
listener's ear, which remembers and relates similar sections.
Cross Scintillations was commissioned by Ian Gaukroger and
Sylvia Wang, who also premiered it in 1986 at the Purcell Room in
London. The piece is dedicated to the memory of Charles Ives.
-I.I.

laaran Ince was born in Montana of American and Turkish parents.
He grew up in Turkey, where he attended the Ankara and Izmir
Conservatories. In the U.S. he studied at the Oberlin Conservatory and the Eastman School of Music (DMA). Among many award he
has received are several BMI and ASCAP Awards, the First Music
Award (New York Youth Symphony), the National Federation of Music
Clubs Award, a Victor Herbert/ ASCAP Award, the Prix de Rome, a
Guggenheim Fellowship, and Fellowships from the MacDowell Colony
and YADDO. He has studied with Joseph Schwantner, Christopher
Rouse, Barbara (olb, David Burge and Samuel Adler. His most
recent orchestra piece, Ebullient Shadows (1987), which was commissioned by Leonard Slatkin and the Minnesota O{chestra, was
premiered by them in July during their Summerfest 87.
Eclogue for solo clarinet was the last and longest of several
short pieces for solo instruments which I composed between 1972
and 1979. Though just under five minutes long, it is, because of
the relationship of its parts and the breadth of the statement

which it attempts to make, comparable in scale to forms like t~e
sonata, which is almost always greater in length. Eschewing any
of the new modes of playing the clarinet developed since World
War II, it nonetheless requires that its performer be in accord
with the spirit of contemporary musical thought while possessing
a mastery of traditional techniques.
The musical materials for Eclogue were suggested by those
attributes of the clarinet which especially distinguish it from
all other instruments, certain characteristic attacks in high
for example, or the comparative ease with which it can
"registers,
.
arpeggiate" through
two or more distinctive registers, its. uncanny ability to control the softest dynamic levels, to name but
a few. The form of Eclogue might be heard as the expression of
the co-existing, often conflicting, character traits that inhere
in all of us while the performer might be viewed as an actor
portraying some of these traits in this piece. Eclogue consists
of four principal sections of which two are slow with supple,
fluent rhythms and two are fast, at times ironic, at other times
perhaps even effusive, but at all times self-assured. The two
slow sections are notably related in thematic content and treatment, the two fast sections only superficially so.
If Eclogue is a kind of monologue, there is the suggestion at
its conclusion that there may be still more than what we have
been allowed to hear and that the characterization that we have
heard til now could resume at any moment.
-A.B.
Allen Brings was born in New York City in 1934. He received a
bachelor of arts degree magna £.!!!! laude from Queens College in

1955 and a master of arts degree from Columbia University, where
he was a Hosenthal Fellow and a student of Otto Leuning, in 1957.
In 1962 he was a Naumberg Fellow at Princeton University, wh~re
he studied with Roger Sessions. In 1964 he received a doctorate
in theory and composition from Boston University, where he was a
student of Gardner Read. He has twice served as chairman of the
eastern region of the American Society of University Composers
and each year has been and ASCAP Award winner.
A pianist as well as a composer, Allen Brings has performed
extensively both here and abroad especially in programs of 11Usic
for piano, four hands, with Genevieve Chinn, with whom he has
recorded for Orion and CRI. Dr. Brings is Professor of Music at
the Aaron Cop_J.and School of Music at Queens College of the City
University of New York. He is also an associate director of the
Weston Music Center and School of the Performing Arts in Weston,
Connecticut, since 1964.
Dream Sequence was commissioned by Hr. Frank Taplin and was
completed on June 17, 1986. The title Dream Sequence occurred to
me some time after I had finished writing the piece. It refers to
any passage in a play or movie where a drea11 is portrayed. Such a
scene typically comprises a series of events whose succession
appears illogical, yet serve to illustrate in some way a protagonist's true state of mind. The title seemed to fit the piece
because there is no reasonable narrative explanation for why a
particular bird-call, fragment of Oriental folk-melody, or other
musical detail found its way in. These things were neededi they
were part of the dream.

The first movement opens rather feverishly withs long phrase
characterized by dynamic surges, unstable texture, and a quick
dissolution. This is followed by a halting viola melody, supported intermittently by a low, fitful accompaniment, The development of this idea is interrupted, but at the same time
answered, by the flute, soon joined by oboe and clarinet; whereupon all instruments participate in a more sustained drive toward
the goal of the first section, Thia consists of ao insistent
disjunct passage for the piano io its highest register, accompanied by various commentaries, and eventually leads to a climax
and subsequent collapse, The middle part of the movement strongly
contrasts with all this: it is ushered in by muted strings, and
characterized by a reflective English horn melody, Eventually the
piano joins the strings and the bass clarinet recalls the English
horn melody, Following this, elements derived from the first
section reappear in new guises and positions, At the same time
these disparate elements are more tightly woven together by means
of sn overarching melodic line, The climax of this line coincides
with the return of the high disjunct music (previously for
piano), now played by the piccolo, A coda brings the movement to
a close,
The second movement is really a scherzo, but this description
ought to be qualified in the following way. A traditional scherzo
moves in s fast triple time, and the listener is consistently
aware of its dancelike quality. In this movement the quick triple
meter is always present, but although sometimes in the foreground
it is sometimes merely latent, owing to the tendency of the music
to broaden into s kind of evanescent lyricism, or else to redivide the measure into fours or fives, etc,, rather than into
three. The scherzo quality therefore derives as much from shifts
of metrical focus as from an evocation of the dance, The "persona" behind the scherzo adopts changing disguises,
The last movement is adagio, begun and ended bys long oboe
melody,
-A.I.
Andrew
currently teaches at the Univerity of California st
Berkeley, s position he has held since 1949. His catalog of works
includes chamber, orchestral and operatic compositions. His work
first came to national attention with the premiere of his £2!!=.
for Violin and Orchestra.
Anna Carol Dudley, soprano, is s graduate of Oberlin College and
Conservatory of Music, She has premiered s great many works,
including several written for her. In addition to numerous
performances with contemporary music groups, she has also
specialized in the performance of Baroque music, and is director
of the San Francisco Early Music Society's annual summer Baroque
Music Workshop, She tours nationwide annually with the early
music group "Tapestry", and has toured abroad for the United
States Information Service. She hes recorded for CRI end 1750
Arch Records end is on the faculty of San Francisco State
University,

Jonathan lhuner works as a prompter at the San Francisco Opera,

where he assisted in the American premiere of Aribert Reimann's
Lear. This July he conducted the San Francisco Opera Center's
double bill of works by Henri Sauguet and Ned Rorem. He has also
served as assistant conductor at the· Santa Fe Opera world
premiere of The Tempest by John Eaton, and the U.S. premiere of
Ung Goes Forth
France by Aulis Sallinen.
Hr. Ihuner conducted the CRI recording of Edwin Dugger's
Abwesenheiten und Wiedersehen, He surrently is conductor of the
Prometheus Symphony, in addition the Berkeley Opera Company,
which presented the west coast premi~re of Samuel Barber's ·
Vanessa three seasons ago.
Janet lutulaa, flutist, is a graduate of the San Francisco
Conservatory. In 1981 she was the recipient of a Hertz
Fellowship. She played with the Civic Orchestra of Chicago and
studied with Donald Peck. She currently freelances in the Bay
Area.
Linda Larkin, oboist, has performed with the San Francisco Opera ·
Orchestra, the Western Opera Theater, and the Oakland Ballet.
She received her Bachelor of Music degree from Boston
University, School of Fine Arts where she studied oboe with Ralph
Gomberg, coached with Doriot Dwyer, and worked with David Del
Tredici. She was on the faculty of the Merrywood Music School and
performed with the Boston Opera Company, the Boston Light Opera,
and the Springfield Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Larkin received her Master of Music degree from Indiana
University. While there she was Associate Instructor of Oboe,
studied oboe with Jerry Sirucek and was coached by Menahem
Pressler and Janos Starker. She also performed with the
Indianapolis Synphony and the Indianapolis Ballet. She now lives
in San Francisco.
Peter Josbeff, clarinetist, was born in Madison, Wisconsin. He
attended Lawrence University and completed a Bachelor of Music
degree at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He came to California to pursue graduate studies in composition and received an
M.A. from the University of California-Berkeley. He spent part of
the past summer in residence at the MacDowell Colony.
Jay lizzetto, trumpet, has performed with many groups including

the Boston Opera, San Francisco Opera, Oakland Symphony, San
Francisco Ballet, Stuttgart Ballet, and the American Ballet Theater. He holds a Master of Music degree from the New England
Conservatory and is recipient of perform~nce grants from the
Lowell Foundation, the America Israel Cultural Arts Foundation,
and the Institute De Haute Etudes Musicales, Switzerland.
s-uel Yoon, violinist, is a first year _graduate student in the
department of Industrial Engineering and Operative Research and
the University of California, Berkeley. He has studied with
Heiichiro Ohyama and Geoffrey Michaels among others. He finished
his undergraduate education at Princeton University before coming
to Berkeley, where he has served in the University Orchestra as
Concert Master for the past two years.

George
violist, hes studied viola end conducting et the
University of California, Berkeley, end in London, where he spent
1984-85 on an Alfred Hertz Fellowship. In addition to his
performances with EARPLAY, he appears regularly as violist end
conductor for the Berkeley Contemporary Chamber Players.
Beth Pearson, cellist, a graduate of Oberlin, was a founder and
cellist of the Apple Rill Chamber Players from 1971-1983, and on
the faculty of the Center for Chamber Music at Apple Hill in New
Hampshire. Since then she hes been freelancing extensively in
Boston end hes just moved to La Honda, California.

Ste•e
bassist, hes been a member of the Sen Francisco
Ballet Orchestra since 1975. In 1980, he was appointed to the
position of Principal Bess. Hr. D'Amico is also a member -of the
Sen Francisco Opera Orchestra. When not playing in the orchestra
pit of the War Memorial Opera House, Hr. D'Amico plays with the
Sen Francisco Contemporary Players end other ensembles in the Bey
Area.
Eric Moe, pianist, received his A.B. in music from Princeton
University and his M.A. end Ph.D. in composition from the
University of California, Berkeley. He hes studied piano with
Robert Helps and Jerry (uderne and composition with Hilton
Babbitt, Claudio Spies, Paul Lansky, Andrew Imbrie, Edwin Dugger,
end Walter Winslow. He has taught et U.C. Berkeley and U.C. Santa
Cruz, and is cur.rently Associate Professor. of Theory and
Composition et San Francisco State University.
laren loaenak, pianist, has participated in many Bay Area
concerts, both as soloist and chamber player. She is teaching
piano privately in Berkeley.
lent Reed, percussionist, freelances in the Bay Area end has
performed with diverse groups including the Sen Francisco Opera,
Ballet, end Symphony. He received a B.A. from the University of
California, Berkeley where he studied with Peggy Lucchesi and
Jeck Van Geem. He can be found playing drum set for many shows in
the Bay Area.

Join us Monday evening, November 23, at 8 PH, here at the First
Unitarian Church, for Program #2 of EARPLAY's 1987-88 Season.
Featured will be works by Charles Wuorinen, Arthur Berger,
Eleanor Cory, Richard Festinger, Lee Hyle, end Joan Tower; and
performances by baritone Allen Shearer, conductor J. Karle Lemon,
end guitarist Doug Hensley.
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171st Chorus" (from Mexico City Blues)
- Jack [erouac

When I hear that serenade
in blueTell me darling are these things
the same
That we had always known
Well all alone
And true, it's that serenade
0 serenade,
In the blue, in the blue.
Oopli da da
Aow dee a dee e-da-ha
You never had no chance
Fate dealt you wrong hands
Romance never came back
Crashing interruptions
So I'm with you
happy once again
and singing all my blues
in tune with you
with you
Copyright (c) 1959 by Jack Kerouac
Used by permission of The Sterling Lord
Agency Inc.

Texts for Will Ogdon's Images

1. "November Night"
- Adelaide Crapsey

2. "Stinging Gold"
- E.E. Cummings

Listen!
With faint dry sound,
like steps of passing ghosts,
the leaves,
frost crisp'd,
break from the tree
and fall.

stinging
gold swarms
upon the spires
silver
chants the litanies the
great bells are ringing with rose
the lewd fat bells
and a tall
wind
is dragging
the
sea
with
dream

-S

3. from "The Bells"
- Hart Crane
••• the bells break down their tower;
And swing I know not where. Their tongues engrave
Membrane through marrow, my long-scattered score
Of broken intervals •••• And I, their sexton slave!
Oval encyclicals in canyons leaping
The impasse high with choir. Banked voices slain!
Pagodas, pavillions with reveilles outleapingO terraced echoes prostrate on the plaint •••

4. "The White Flower"
- D.H. Lawrence
A tiny moon as small and white
as a single Jasmin flower
all alone above my window
on night's wintry bower.
Liquid as lime tree blossom
soft as brilliant water or rain
she shines the first white Love of my youth,
passionless, and in vain.

S. "Awake to the Cold Light"
- Hart Crane
Awake to the cold light of wet
wind running twigs in tremors.
Walls are naked, twilights raw
and when the sun taps steeples,
their glist'nings dwindle upwards.

6. "March Slips Along the Ground"
- Hart Crane
·
Listen!
With faint dry sound
March slips along the ground
like a mouse
under pussywillows
a little hungry.

"I

